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Songwriters go on the same emotional road trips we all go on, taking advantage of moments 

of solitude to distill their memories into stories set against cathartic rhymes within barriers 

both real and imagined. In Leeroy Stagger’s new album, Dream It All Away, there’s a quest 

for revealing and understanding personal truths while simply trying to make it out the other 

side of it all unscathed. 

“The birth of my son unexpectedly dredged up childhood shit that I hadn’t dealt with”, recalls 

Stagger. “I was in the middle of a record deal that was supposed to be a dream come true but 

wasn’t. I started to dismantle my music career. I fell down the rabbit hole into a major 

depression. When I started to come out of the fog, I found my story – faith and struggle, birth 

and rebirth, love and darkness – and the result is Dream It All Away.” 

Produced by sometime bandmate Russell Broom, Stagger’s tenth studio record begins with a 

mood setting soundscape then drops into a four on the floor, rock’n’roll heartbeat. 

Swaggering guitars with a fearless rhythm section are the bedrock of Stagger’s raw lyrics and 

signature never-wavering vocals. 

“We fell into a groove of trust after we realized I’m a master of dirt and he’s a master of 

polish”, says Stagger. “Trusting him with producing this record took some time and we really 

had to feel each other out. He’s also one of the most gifted musicians I’ve ever met. I still 

can’t figure out how he does everything he does so incredibly but I know I like it.” 

Leeroy Stagger’s Dream It All Away is the sound of a songwriter entering his 12th year of 

relentless recording, touring, discovering and documenting the good, bad, happy, and sad – 

the true joy and chore of the troubadour.  

 

Tracks: 

1. Something Beautiful 

2. One Perfect Wave 

3. Happy Too 

4. Living In America 

5. I Feel It All 

6. New Music Biz Blues 

7. Poison The Well 

8. Dream 

9. Ten Long Years 

10. Angry Young Man 


